“You cannot teach a man anything, you can only help him find it within
himself.”
―G
 alileo

Learning this week
Bible-David and Bathsheba; 2 Samuel 11-12 (cont.)
Math-Regroup in Division
Reading-Comprehension, Cross-Curricular Connections, Fluency
● 60mins of reading @ home
● Weekly Test Thursday Mar. 28
Writing- Comparative and Superlative Adjectives and Adverbs
History- Chapter 9: A Stronger California (cont.)
Science- Properties of Matter (cont.)

Spelling Words this week
event
planet
siren
defend
rumor

humor
detail
polite
relay
jealous

rapid
unite
hotel
habit
license

music
frozen
protest
student
image

relief
figure
punish
moment
rival

All School Photo
This years all school photo will be March 27. This is a chapel day, which means
the students will already be in their chapel uniforms. Please send them in their
appropriate chapel attire, including solid black church shoes. If you would like
to purchase an all school photo, order forms have been sent home to fill out and
bring back.

Easter Bunny
We are needing each student to bring a dozen plastic eggs, filled with
candy (no chocolate). We will be having a Easter hunt and would like lots of eggs
to be found. This Easter hunt is on Saturday, April 20. More details are in the
Bethany Newsletter.

All School Field Trip
We are also going to an IMAX theatre in Sacramento on April 12.
Administration and Staff have been trying to figure out the best transportation for
this field-trip. It looks like we will be having parents drive as chaperones The
permission slips have not been given to me yet to hand out. But keep this date in
mind if you are interested in driving to Sacramento to watch 2 IMAX movies with
the school.
I have been also looking for an adventurous outdoor Field-Trip for us to
do. I am hoping we can do this when it starts to warm up a bit.

Career Days
I want to invite parents to come share their jobs/careers with the our class.
I would love to have as many parents as possible. Just let me know a date that you
can come speak to the class for about 20-40mins. You can use powerpoint,
videos, activities, and etc. to help the students understand what exactly you do.
The students will have questions. Look forward to hearing from you all.
*No parents have signed-up yet*

Student of the Week
This week is Ryun. He will be sharing a career poster with us on
Wednesday, March 3/27 and bringing a show-n-tell for us on Thursday, March
3/28.

Love you all,
-Miss Harrison

